IOTA News

Memorandum of Understanding between IOTA and IBFD

The first digital Forum of the series took place between IOTA and IBFD, aimed at sharing knowledge and experience, and facilitating a dialogue between tax administrations and businesses. During the digitally streamed signing ceremony, Mr. Victor van Kommer from IBFD and Mr. Wesselényi Karoly from IOTA signed the Memorandum of Understanding. The event took place on 5th of November, 2020, 2.00 PM CET, which you can watch Live. The Live stream is available here.

First Digital Forum of 2020

October has been an exciting month in the life of IOTA: we have successfully hosted our first IOTA Forum in the cyberspace as well as two webinars. We are also preparing an extraordinary EC meeting and we have welcomed a new Secretariat member on board! We have designed NTO Webinar on VAT – “e-Commerce VAT”, which will be held in September, aimed at sharing knowledge and experiences on BEPS (Base Erosion and Profit Shifting).

IOTA Webinar Tax and Crime

The first NTO webinar of the “Tax and Crime” series of webinars was the first technical event of the Network of Tax Administrations (NTO) on combating VAT fraud. The webinar took place on 26th of November 2020.

IOTA Webinar - Implementing Culture of Change in Tax Administrations

We would like to invite you to the event you are interested in. Please note: Would you like to see your IOTA Paper published? Do you have any relevant issues you wish to share?

Member News

Receive our newsletter!

IOTA Welcomes IBFD as Member

After years of successful work together, we have designed a special platform for the Intra-European Organisation of Tax Administrations (IOTA) and International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation (IBFD). The first IOTA Forum in the cyberspace as well as two webinars. We are also preparing an extraordinary EC meeting and we have welcomed a new Secretariat member on board! We have designed NTO Webinar on VAT – “e-Commerce VAT”, which will be held in September, aimed at sharing knowledge and experiences on BEPS (Base Erosion and Profit Shifting).
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